[1] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES:

**BEAR CLAWS**

DO ALL: [1] [2] [3]

**BEAR NECESSITIES**


**FELLOWSHIP AND DUTY TO GOD**

DO 1 OR 2: DO THIS: 2.[a] [E] [A]
AND CHOOSE 2: 2.[b][c][d]

**FUR, FEATHERS, AND FERNS**


**GRIN AND BEAR IT**


**PAWS FOR ACTION**

DO ALL: 1.[a][b][c] 2.[a] b.(DO 2)[i][ii][iii][iv][v] 3.[a][b]

**ROARING LAUGHTER**


**ROBOTICS**


**SALMON RUN**


**SUPER SCIENCE**


**WORLD CONSERVATION**

EARN: [ ] FUR, FEATHERS, AND FERNS
[ ] BEAR GOES FISHING OR [ ] CRITTER CARE
[3] FROM BALOO THE BUILDER [ ] CONSERVATION PROJECT

[3] WITH YOUR PARENT OR ADULT PARTNER, COMPLETE THE EXERCISES IN THE PAMPHLET HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM CHILD ABUSE: A PARENT'S GUIDE, AND EARN THE CYBER CHIP AWARD FOR YOUR AGE.

**CYBER CHIP**

DO ALL: [1] [2] [3] [4]

http://basebasebase.org/Scouting/Training/YouthProtection/CyberChip.aspx
**TIGER REQUIREMENTS**

p. 28

[1] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES:

**BACKYARD JUNGLE**

p. 30 [E] [A]

DO ALL:


**GAMES TIGERS PLAY**

p. 42 [E] [A]

DO ALL:

[1] [a][b][c] [2] [3] [4] [5]

**MY FAMILY’S DUTY TO GOD**

p. 56 [E] [A]

DO THIS:

CHOOSE 2:

[1] [2] [3] [4]

**TEAM TIGER**

p. 66 [E] [A]

DO ALL:


**TIGER BITES**

p. 78 [E] [A]

DO ALL:


**TIGERS IN THE WILD**

p. 92 [E] [A]

DO ALL:


[2] COMPLETE ONE TIGER ELECTIVE ADVENTURE OF YOUR DEN OR FAMILY’S CHOOSING.

[3] WITH YOUR PARENT OR ADULT PARTNER, COMPLETE THE EXERCISES IN THE PAMPHLET HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM CHILD ABUSE: A PARENT’S GUIDE, AND EARN THE CYBER CHIP AWARD FOR YOUR AGE.

**CYBER CHIP**

DO ALL:

[1] [2] [3] [4]

http://bsaseabase/Scouting/Training/YouthProtection/CyberChip.aspx
WEBELOS BADGE p. 34
REQUIREMENTS
[1] ACTIVE FOR 3 MONTHS___/___
[2] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES

CAST IRON CHEF p. 36 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] 4.(USE 1)[a][b][c][d][e] [5]

DUTY TO GOD AND YOU p. 50 [E] [A]
DO 1 OR 2
[1] 2.(DO 3)[a][b][c][d]

FIRST RESPONDER p. 58 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1] 2.[a][b][c][d][e] [3] [4] 5.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i] [6] [7] [8]

WEBELOS WALKABOUT p. 98 [E] [A]
DO ALL:

[3] COMPLETE 2 WEBELOS/AOL ELECTIVE ADVENTURES
[4] [a] PARENT GUIDE [b] CYBER CHIP [1][2][3][4]

ADVENTURES IN SCIENCE p. 206 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1] [2] 3.(DO 4)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i]

AQUANAUT p. 228 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 6.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i]

ART EXPLOSION p. 250 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1] [2] 3.(DO 2)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i]
4. (DO 1)[a][b]

AWARE AND CARE p. 274 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 6.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h]
7.(DO 2)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h]

BUILD IT p. 290 [E] [A]
DO ALL:

BUILD MY OWN HERO p. 306 [E] [A]
DO ALL:

CASTAWAY p. 316 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
1.(DO 2)[a][b][c] 2.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h]

EARTH ROCKS! p. 338 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1][a][b][c] [2] 3.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i] [6][a][b][c] 7. DO [a] OR b.[i][ii][iii][iv][v][vi][vii][viii]

ENGINEER p. 360 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] 2.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i]

ARROW OF LIGHT p. 35
REQUIREMENTS
[1] ACTIVE FOR 6 MONTHS___/___
[2] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES

BUILDING A BETTER WORLD p. 118 [E] [A]

CAMPER p. 148 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] 3.[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]

DUTY TO GOD IN ACTION p. 168 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] 2[a]
[2] AND CHOOSE 2: 2.[a][b][c][d][e]

SCOUTING ADVENTURE p. 178 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1][a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]

[3] COMPLETE 3 WEBELOS/AOL ELECTIVE ADVENTURES
[4] [a] PARENT GUIDE [b] CYBER CHIP [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10]

GAME DESIGN p. 416 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3]

INTO THE WILD (WILD) p. 424 [E] [A]
DO ALL:

INTO THE WOODS (WOOD) p. 448 [E] [A]
DO ALL:

LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD p. 464 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3]

MAESTRO! p. 474 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
1.(DO 1)[a][b] 2.(DO 2)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]

MOVIEMAKING p. 492 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3]

PROJECT FAMILY p. 500 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4](DO 1)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]

SPORTSMAN p. 516 [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] (INDV.)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]
3.(TEAM)[a][b][c][d][e][f][g][h][i][j][k][l][m][n][o][p][q][r][s][t][u][v][w][x][y][z]

Web address for Cyber Chip requirements:
http://bsaseabase.org/Scouting/Training/YouthProtection/CyberChip.aspx

SCOUTING ADVENTURE
WOLF REQUIREMENTS

[1] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES:

CALL OF THE WILD p. 30 [E] [A]

COUNCIL FIRE p. 50 [E] [A]

DUTY TO GOD FOOTSTEPS p. 68 [E] [A]

HOWLING AT THE MOON p. 80 [E] [A]
DO ALL: [1] [2] [3] [4]

PAWS ON THE PATH p. 94 [E] [A]

RUNNING WITH THE PACK p. 110 [E] [A]

[2] COMPLETE ONE WOLF ELECTIVE ADVENTURE OF YOUR DEN OR FAMILY’S CHOOSING. _______________________

[3] WITH YOUR PARENT OR ADULT PARTNER, COMPLETE THE EXERCISES IN THE PAMPHLET HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM CHILD ABUSE: A PARENT’S GUIDE, AND EARN THE CYBER CHIP AWARD FOR YOUR AGE.

CYBER CHIP [E] [A]

DO ALL: [1] [2] [3] [4]

http://bsaseabase.org/Scouting/Training/YouthProtection/CyberChip.aspx

WORLD CONSERVATION p. 307 [E] [A]

EARN: [ ] PAWS ON THE PATH
[ ] GROW SOMETHING
[ ] CONSERVATION PROJECT
[1][2] FROM SPIRIT OF THE WATER